OREGON PUBLIC LAND CORNER REPORT / RESTORATION REPORT
Tillamook County Surveyor's Office

SECTION: SE COR 15  TOWNSHIP 2 North  RANGE 10 West

COUNTY: Tillamook  DATE: 4-21-10

CORNER DESIGNATION: The Section Corner common to Sections 14, 15, 22 and 23, T. 2 N., R. 10 W., W.M.

☐ Condition Report Only
☐ Restoration
☐ Rewitness
☐ Unrecorded
☐ Reset at surface
☐ Referenced Out


Found Monument(s) and Accessories (Condition & Source): Upon initial search we found no evidence of the original G.L.O. or Map B-380 accessories. After reviewing Field Note Book #10, Page 13 of John Carlitch's notes for Map B-380, we found that he had set the corner stated above in error before finding the original G.L.O. bearing trees. A new search was performed in which we found a stump pattern that fit his accessories in error and his topographic calls. We then calculated the position of the found G.L.O. accessories per Carlitch's Field Notes in Book #14, Page 5. At the newly computed position we found two rusted yellow metal location tags approximately three feet east of the coordinate. Also, the stump pattern called for on Map B-380. The topographic calls match Field Book #14 as well. There was no monument found. We set a new monument at the position. The monument is stamped as shown hereon. The monument was conventionally tied using GPS established control. The Oregon North Zone State Plane in NAD 83/91 grid coordinate for the monument is N = 740963.214, E = 7336559.948 U.S. Survey Feet. (G.L.O. – Did not find the (Hemlock 4" dia. bears S 37° E 4 24ths) [Snag 40' high, 14' dia., face rotted] at record position.
(G.L.O.) – Did not find the (Hemlock 9" dia. bears N 96° E 9 24ths) [5.94'], Carlitch Field Book #14 found (Stump 18' high, 30' dia., rotted) at record position.
(G.L.O.) – Did not find the (Hemlock 15" dia. bears S 89° W 5 24ths) [3.30'], Carlitch Field Book #14 found (Stump 3' high, 15' dia., scribing "BT" evident & visible low on stump) at record position.
(Map B-380) – Found rotten Hemlock Stump (was 18'), bears (S 30° E 18.78'), no marks visible.
(Map B-380) – Found rotten Hemlock Stump (was 24'), bears (S 32° W 13.71'), no marks visible.
(Map B-380) – Did not find the (Hemlock 20' dia. N 37°15'W 28.60') falls in landing.
(Map B-380) – Found rotten Spruce Stump (was 28') , bears (N 58°15' E 32.87'), no marks visible.

( ) Indicates record information, Tillamook County Survey Records.

Indicates converted value from links to feet.

Monument Set (Procedures and Description): Using the stump pattern of Map B-380, we set a 3' dia. Tillamook County Brass Cap on a 1 1/2" Iron Pipe, 30' long, up 0.5' at record distances from found Carlitch B.T's.

Sketch of Set Monument:

New accessories set: Set a 12" dia. cylinder around monument, with 240 lbs. of concrete. Set a 72" hat section post with yellow metal location tag 2' South of the monument.

"20" dia. D. Fr bears S 47° W 37.5', scribed "T2N R10W S22 BT", tagged and painted.

*Indicates a yellow metal location tag affixed, as well as an aluminum nail with a washer marked, "Till. Co. Surveyor" in the face between the scribed "B" and "T".

Location & Comments: Monument is located on a SSW1/4 gentle slope approx. 50' south of a landing.

Firm / Agency
Address: TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
201 Laurel Avenue
Tillamook, Oregon 97141

Party Chief: Joe Jensen, P.L.S. 60067, Survey Supervisor

Notes: Digital images were taken of the set monument, the found bearing trees, and the new accessories.

Witnesses: Danny R. McNutt, P.L.S. 49230, Tillamook County Surveyor
Michael R. Rice, L.S.I. 16723, Survey Technician

SURVEYOR'S SEAL
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